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to apply software-deﬁned techniques in networking connections covering a wide geographical area, and it achieves
the purpose of software control using the philosophy that
is different from software-deﬁned network (SDN). Softwaredeﬁned wide area network simpliﬁes the connection building
and managing between different sites, e.g., data centers in interdatacenter networks and branch ofﬁces in enterprise networks,
and provides the necessary ﬂexibility, centralized control and
monitoring with lower costs. Compared with conventional
wide area networks, software-deﬁned wide area network has
two superiorities that are suitable for current markets. First, it
provides an inherent programmatic framework for hosting control applications that are developed in a centralized way while
taking into consideration the application-level requirements
I. I NTRODUCTION
to guarantee the user-perceived quality of experience (QoE);
The Internet has been a remarkable success over the past few Second, it is able to centrally deﬁne network policies and
decades. As one of the most important transmission mediums manage network trafﬁc without requiring manual conﬁguration
on the Internet, wide area network, such as inter-datacenter at each device [4]. The former advantage enables it to provide
networks, enterprise networks, and carrier networks, has be- service guarantees for speciﬁc applications, locations, and
come the critical infrastructures of the information society [1]. users, and the latter could simplify the network management
Nowadays, the quick expanding of networks and the spring up tasks and accelerate network upgrades.
Despite software-deﬁned wide area network shows great poof new applications and operational scenarios raise exacting
tential
in implementing high-performance wide area networks,
requirements on wide area networks. For example, live video
service providers require the latency from broadcasters to there is still a long way ahead to fully realize its talents
viewers to be less than 400 ms; Internet service providers in practice. In the past several years, lots of papers have
hope to launch new businesses in their networks within several been published to push software-deﬁned wide area network
days. As most wide area networks were designed originally to towards the goal of wide deployment on the Internet [3]. To
work with the best-effort mentality, they do not provide any demystify software-deﬁned wide area network, we survey the
guarantees on service quality [2]. In addition, there are various representative efforts made in the literature. Different from
brands of devices in carrier-grade networks, and each device previous taxonomies, we analyze the market demands and
is typically conﬁgured in a low-level vendor-speciﬁc manner, the drawbacks of legacy wide area network, along with the
launching a new business on it usually requires several weeks rationality of software-deﬁned wide area network. Besides
to months and a lot of manpower [3]. Since the expenditure presenting the remarkable solutions in software-deﬁned wide
of building, managing, and debugging wide area networks is area network, we attempt to facilitate the development of
extremely high and traditional wide area networks have shown SD-WAN based multi-objective networking with emerging
disadvantages on many aspects such as guaranteeing service techniques.
First, we revisit the status and challenges of legacy wide
quality and upgrading network easily, constructing wide area
area network. As new applications emerge and they have high
networks with new designs is quite necessary.
Software-deﬁned wide area network is regarded as the expectations of user-perceived quality of experience, previous
promising architecture of next-generation wide area network, approaches that follow a best effort mentality are no longer
which offers network operators a new perspective to build good enough to serve these new applications [5]. Besides,
network. Software-deﬁned wide area network is proposed enterprise networks expand fast and wide area networks need
to be upgraded frequently. As network operators manually
∗ Yong Cui is the corresponding author.
conﬁgure each of the vendor-speciﬁc devices, it slows down
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the launch of new businesses much. Due to the high expen- packets. As the popular protocols, such as OSPF [6], update
diture of bandwidth on wide area networks and the low link link weights with the granularity of tens of seconds, they are
utilization with traditional trafﬁc engineering techniques, wide not sensitive enough to the sudden failures on wide area netarea networks are also faced with a serious cost-efﬁciency works, which further deteriorates the network performance [7].
problem.
Best-effort mentality under these circumstances is hard to
Then, we introduce the architecture of software-deﬁned provide satisfactory service.
wide area network and give the representative advances that
New applications and operational scenarios raise exacting
push it towards the goal of wide deployment. Generally, requirements on data transmissions over wide area networks.
software-deﬁned wide area network is considered to have three For example, low network latency in the context of cloud
layers, i.e., data layer, control layer, and application layer [3]. game is required to guarantee the interactions between players
Such a layering method separates the control plane and data and the user experience; Telemedicine also depends on lowplane of wide area network and enables network operators latency networks to achieve real-time operations, which is
to manage their networks ﬂexibly and easily. Different from often required to be within several to hundreds of milliseconds.
traditional wide area network, software-deﬁned wide area net- Such new applications and scenarios are not compatible with
work enables application developers and network providers to the outdated best-effort mentality used by traditional wide area
express their requirements. It translates speciﬁc requirements network [2].
to compliant network conﬁgurations. In the order from bottom
to top, we brieﬂy introduce the representative progresses in B. Manual Conﬁguration vs. Easy Management
To satisfy the need for growing business, enterprises run
each layer of software-deﬁned wide area network.
Third, we introduce the SD-WAN based multi-objective more and more branch ofﬁces in different geographic locations
networking and explore the possibility of applying new tech- and scale out their networks every now and then. ISP is
niques, such as machine learning for networking and network faced with the demands of launching new businesses in their
function virtualization, on it. Inspired by the breakthroughs networks at times. Over many years of developments, there
made by such techniques in various areas, we discuss the are hundreds of thousands of network devices on these wide
opportunities and challenges they may bring to the emerging area networks and each device should be conﬁgured in a lowlevel vendor-speciﬁc manner [3]. To upgrade the network sucnetworking.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In cessfully, network operators generally have to conﬁgure these
Section II, we introduce the status and challenges faced by devices manually with a long time, which slows down business
legacy wide area networks. In Section III, we introduce the development. Even worse, the rapid growth of the network
architecture of software-deﬁned wide area network. In the sub- together with the changing networking conditions result in
sequent three sections, we survey the representative solutions network operators constantly performing manual changes to
in software-deﬁned wide area network. We concentrate on the network conﬁgurations, thereby compounding the complexdata layer in Section IV, the control layer in Section V and the ity of the conﬁguration process and introducing additional
application layer in Section VI. we discuss the opportunities conﬁguration errors [3]. As managing traditional networks is
and challenges that new techniques may bring to SD-WAN often a cumbersome and error-prone task [1], every time the
based multi-objective networking in section VII. Finally, we enterprises or Internet service providers change their network
architectures, they need to appropriate many network operators
conclude our work in Section VIII.
and a long time but cannot guarantee the accuracy.
II. S TATUS AND C HALLENGES OF W IDE A REA N ETWORK
Traditional wide area network is being faced with the chalAs the emerging applications and growing businesses chal- lenges of ﬂexible and quick network upgrades. The changing
lenge legacy wide area networks in many aspects, network op- application requirement further aggravates such situation. For
erators expect that quality-of-service (QoS) guaranteed trans- example, some Internet festivals, such as the Black Friday,
mission, easy network management, and high cost efﬁciency require e-commerce providers to provisionally increase bandwidth to deal with the predictably increasing data trafﬁc.
can be realized in next-generation wide area network.
Network operators have to pay a great deal of time and arduous
A. Best-Effort Mentality vs. QoS-Guaranteed Transmission
labor for twice to add bandwidth before these events and
Wide area network is one of the most signiﬁcant networks remove it later. With the proliferation of Internet services, such
in the Internet world. It usually transfers data over long- events become popular and network operators look forward to
distance. Typically, it is designed to provide best-effort deliv- easy paradigms for network management.
ery and does not provide any guarantee for application requirements [2], [5]. In wide area networks, data trafﬁc is delivered C. Low Link Utilization vs. High Cost Efﬁciency
with vulnerable physical links and network devices in harsh
The cost efﬁciency of wide area networks also troubles
conditions. Failures on links and devices occur frequently, network providers. As is well-known, bandwidth on wide area
which severely affects the data transmission performance and networks is an expensive resource, with an amortized annual
the user-perceived QoE [4]. Besides, traditional wide area cost of 100s of millions of dollars to provide 100s of Gbps to
networks use distributed protocols to select routing paths for Tbps of capacity over long distances [8]. Along with the quick
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have to install much more bandwidth capacity to satisfy the
transmission requirements. According to a report published
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by Cisco [9], IP trafﬁc across the world will rise more than
threefold between 2017 and 2022, which means that the cost
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of wide area network bandwidth will increase several times in
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the next few years. As the growth of bandwidth on wide area
networks has been decelerating for many years, the contrast
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between the demand and supply of it should be well considered
and addressed [10], [11].
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Despite the bandwidth on wide area networks is a scarce and
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average utilization of even the busier links on inter-datacenter
wide area networks is just 40-60% [8]. There are two reasons Fig. 1. Software-deﬁned wide area network: logical and physleading to the inefﬁciency. First, link failures and device ical architecture
failures are prevalent in wide area network. In order to mask
such failures, wide area networks are often over-provisioned. them receive commands from upper-layer network controller
Second, the lack of coordination among the services that use through interface protocols such as OpenFlow [12].
the same network. Commonly, services send trafﬁc whenever
There are many network functions in the control layer [4].
they want and however much they want, which causes a high Such network functions are implemented and managed indespike of bandwidth usage [8]. To avoid congestion and packet pendently [13]. Decoupling these functions enables network
loss inside networks, network operators have to overprovision operators to develop, modify, debug and remove arbitrary one
to handle trafﬁc peaks, thus the network is under-subscribed of them at a low cost while not affecting others. In addition to
on average. The low network utilization prevents network working independently, network functions can be connected
providers from getting the full return from their investments, or chained together to create manifold services, and increase
against the goal of pursuing high cost-efﬁciency.
the ﬂexibility of software-deﬁned wide area network [14].
For example, network monitoring provides a global network
III. A RCHITECTURE OF S OFTWARE -D EFINED W IDE A REA view to trafﬁc engineering, with which the latter computes an
N ETWORK
optimal scheduling solution to execute in the network [15], [8].
The static and inﬂexible architecture of legacy wide area net- QoS guaranteeing takes charge of satisfying application rework is inapposite to cope with today’s increasingly dynamic quirements during data transmission [16].
Application layer enables network providers and application
networking trends and meet the QoE requirements of modern
developers
to declare their speciﬁc requirements for network
users. Software-deﬁned wide area network has been widely
through
network
expression and application expression, both
discussed to replace the legacy network. The main vision of
of
which
are
able
to translate high-level requirements exsoftware-deﬁned wide area network is to simplify networking
pressed
almost
in
natural
language into compliant network
operations in wide area networks, optimize wide area network
conﬁgurations
[17].
As
more
and more applications come
management and introduce innovation and ﬂexibility as comup
with
multi-dimensional
requirements,
and sometimes such
pared to legacy wide area network architectures [3]. In the
requirements
are
conﬂictive,
it
is
necessary
to customize
following, we give an overview of the logical and physical
network
policies
while
taking
into
account
the
application
architectures of software-deﬁned wide area network.
characteristics [18]. For example, live video streaming service
expects high bitrate and low latency to satisfy users, while
A. Logical Architecture
such objectives conﬂict with each other. With application
As shown in Fig. 1, there are three layers from bottom expression, application developers can declare their strategies
to top in software-deﬁned wide area network, including data about handling the stubborn requirements and carry them out
layer, control layer, and application layer [3]. The functions in underlying wide area network. Similar to application expresof data layer can be classiﬁed into bandwidth virtualization sion, network expression is designed for reporting networking
and data forwarding. Generally, there are several kinds of requirements, such as cost-efﬁcient networking [19] and multinetworks in a wide area network, e.g., multiple protocol label objective networking [16]. Application layer enables network
switching fabric, Internet, 4G and so on. To fully utilize the providers and application developers to be more involved in
bandwidth resources, bandwidth virtualization combines dif- controlling the network.
ferent network links serving one location into a resource pool
available for all applications and services. Data forwarding B. Physical Architecture
We present the physical architecture of software-deﬁned
consists of a distributed set of forwarding network elements
(mainly switches) in charge of forwarding packets using the wide area network on the right side of logical one in Fig. 1. In
bandwidth provided by bandwidth virtualization [3]. Both of the data layer, there are a set of SDN switches interconnected
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with each other by physical links [3]. A network controller is
in charge of these devices. Typically, the network controller
is a server or a cluster, depending on the network size and
complexity [20]. Various network functions are charged by
the network controller. On top of the network controller are
the speciﬁc applications. Application developers and network
providers can express their requirements to the network controller, and the network controller will transform them into
compliant policies and conﬁgurations. Generally, there are
more than one network controllers distributed in different sites,
with one selected as the master controller and others as backup
controllers [21]. When the master controller fails, one of the
backup controllers will take over immediately [3].
IV. A DVANCES IN DATA L AYER

the interaction of one or more control servers with OpenFlowcompliant switches. An OpenFlow controller installs ﬂow table
entries in switches so that these switches can forward trafﬁc
according to these entries. Forwarding and Control Element
Separation (ForCES) is another option for the southbound
interface. It has been standardized by the Internet Engineering
Task Force since 2004. In ForCES, forwarding devices are
modeled using logical function blocks that can be composed
in a modular way to form complex forwarding mechanisms.
Each logical function block provides a given functionality.
These logical function blocks model a forwarding device and
cooperate with each other to form complex network devices.
Control elements use the ForCES protocol to conﬁgure the
interconnected logical function blocks to modify the behavior
of the forwarding elements.

In this section, we present the representative advances in
the data layer.

V. A DVANCES IN C ONTROL L AYER

A. Bandwidth Virtualization
In a wide area network, there exist several kinds of networks,
e.g., the public Internet and the dedicated inter-datacenter wide
area network [8]. In the data layer, bandwidth virtualization is
able to combine the links serving one location into a resource
pool available for all applications and services. Through the
network controller, it can centrally manage and automatically
conﬁgure the branch devices, including various Internet access
links and dedicated links. Network controller keeps track of
the resource usage and provides intelligent routing functions
to ensure the efﬁciency of data transmission.
VIA [22] is a representative work that leverages the public
Internet and private overlay networks to improve the quality of
Internet telephony calls. By analyzing a data set of millions of
calls from Skype, Jiang et al. identify the call quality problems.
Taking into account the emergence of private backbones in
recent years to connect globally distributed data centers, which
can serve as a readily available infrastructure for a managed
overlay network, they propose VIA, which uses data center
servers as relay nodes to mitigate the bad effects caused by
the poor performance of the public Internet. It is able to cut the
incidence of poor network conditions for calls by more than
45%. As VIA is derived from data-driven methods, it needs
to aggregate sufﬁcient data for building model, then uses a
prediction-based method to select relay nodes for calls. Due to
data collection is slow, it updates the model every several hours
and cannot quickly adapt to changes in operating conditions,
such as network jitters.
B. Interface Protocol
In software-deﬁned wide area network, the separation of
control layer and data layer requires data layer devices to
be connected to the network controller via an open vendoragnostic southbound interface [3]. There are two classical interfaces, OpenFlow [23] and Forwarding and Control Element
Separation [24].
OpenFlow is the most common southbound interface. It is
standardized by the Open Networking Foundation. It describes

In this section, we focus on the advances about network
controller and network functions.
A. Network Controller
As applications pose particular challenges to designers of
SD-WAN because of the limited scaling-out ability of central
controllers, pervasive link failure and disrupted connectivity
between the control and data planes in wide area networks,
and the prolonged network consistency caused by the varying propagation delays through long distances, the design
of network controller faces strict requirements [4]. Many
studies have been conducted in recent years to address the
three main challenges faces by network controller in softwaredeﬁned wide area network, i.e., scale-out behavior, network
consistency, and failure resiliency. We broadly classify them
into three categories and introduce them one by one.
1) Scalaibility: Onix [25] is a logically centralized and
physically distributed controller platform for large-scale production networks. It supports state synchronizing and distributed computing schemes among the controller nodes in the same
cluster [20]. It uses multiple interconnected controllers sharing
a global network-wide view and allowing for the development
of centralized control applications to guarantee the scalability
and ﬂexibility [3]. Its general API for the ﬂexible development
of control applications allows them to make trade-offs among
consistency, durability, and scalability. Taking into account the
large-size network statistics/state information in a large-scale
network, a cluster working as a network controller will be a
possible resort [20].
B4 [15], [26] is Google’s globally-deployed softwaredeﬁned inter-datacenter wide area network solution. It connects the data centers in different locations with a two-level
hierarchical control framework. At the lower layer, each data
center site contains a network controller and it hosts local
control applications managing site-level trafﬁc. There is a logically centralized trafﬁc engineering server at the upper layer. It
enforces high-level trafﬁc engineering policies that are mainly
aimed at optimizing bandwidth allocation between competing
applications across the different data-center sites [3]. With
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the consideration of the characteristics of Google’s trafﬁc solutions. Dionysus [30] uses heuristics to pick a path through
and inter-datacenter wide area network, custom switches are a dependency graph containing the required update steps in
designed to support B4. Beneﬁting from the hierarchical man- real time. It predetermines valid orderings of updates and then
agement and high-performance custom devices, B4 has good heuristically applies them based on runtime behavior of the
scalability and is able to manage increasing inter-datacenter switches and network. Speciﬁcally, it starts by computing a
trafﬁc ﬂexibly. In B4, the network controller dynamically dependency graph of the steps to reach a consistent ﬁnal state,
reallocates bandwidth for shifting application demands and then a scheduler inside Dionysus selects a path through this
also provides dynamic rerouting in the case of link or switch graph to update policies while maintaining consistency and
failures. It is able to drive links to near 100% utilization in correctness. Other than updating network based on the runtime
practice, much higher than the conventional wide area network states, ANU proposes a novel abstraction for network updates.
trafﬁc engineering solutions.
It provides two distinct consistency levels, per-packet and
DISCO [27] and SDX [28] work with inter-domain wide per-ﬂow, and present general mechanisms for implementing
area networks. DISCO consists of multiple controllers and them in software-deﬁned network using switch APIs like
operates in multi-domain heterogeneous environments. Each OpenFlow [23].
3) Reliability: Failures such as device failures and link
controller in DISCO manages its own domain and interacts
with others to provide end-to-end network services. DISCO failures are common in wide area networks and network
uses a lightweight control channel to share summary network- performance will be severely degraded if they are not handled
wide information between controllers. Despite it is possible properly. As failed link can be removed immediately after it
to be adapted in the Internet-scale networks, it has limited occurs failure, many researchers concentrate on the reliability
reliability to deal with geographically-distributed network fail- of devices (controllers and switches) in wide area networks
ures. SDXes interconnect participants of different domains via and provide many solutions. ONOS [21] and Hyperﬂow [32]
a shared software-based platform. It is derived from the idea are two representative failover systems. When HyperFlow [32]
of deploying software-deﬁned techniques at Internet exchange has discovered a controller failure, it reconﬁgures the affectpoints. The SDX architecture consists of a SDX controller han- ed switches and redirects them to another nearby controller
dling both SDX policies and BGP routes, conventional Edge instance. Nevertheless, ONOS [21] guards against controller
routers, and an OpenFlow-enabled switching fabric. As the instance failures by connecting each SDN switch to more than
SDX controller is the central element in the SDX architecture, one controller. When the master controller fails, backup ones
both security and reliability issues should be considered in will take over instantly. It also incorporates additional recovery
protocols for healing from lost updates due to such controller
practice.
2) Consistency: Strict scalability and failure resiliency re- crashes.
quirements on software-deﬁned wide area network makes the
use of a distributed control plane almost inevitable. How to B. Network Functions
There are also some representative works to promote the
keep the control plane logically centralized is a hard problem
control
layer of software-deﬁned wide area network by imbecause of the infeasibility to update the entire network atomiplementing
various network functions. In this part, we focally while maintaining full network operation [4]. Fortunately,
recent efforts have been made to update the network in a cus on networking monitoring, trafﬁc engineering, and QoSconsistent manner, which can be classiﬁed into two categories: guaranteeing, which are closely related to application requirements.
plan-based consistency and state-based consistency.
1) Network Monitoring: Monitoring is an important conMicrosoft has designed software-driven wide area network,
i.e., SWAN, as its software-deﬁned wide area network solution cept in network management as it helps network operators
to improve the efﬁciency, reliability, and fairness of their to determine the behavior of a network and the status of
inter-datacenter wide area network [8]. It adopts a plan-based its components. Trafﬁc engineering, QoS guaranteeing, and
approach to achieve consistent updates in network controllers. anomaly detection also depend on networking monitoring for
To avoid congestion during network updates, SWAN computes decision making. As software-deﬁned networking is becoming
a multi-step congestion-free transition plan. Each step involves increasingly popular for network provision and management
one or more changes to the state of one or more switches, but tasks, network monitoring should be placed in a signiﬁcant
irrespective of the order in which the changes are applied, there place and gets more attentions [33].
In the past several years, OpenFlow [23] has emerged as
will be no congestion. Similar works such as [29] use the planbased network updates to guarantee the network consistency in the most common southbound interface in SDN and SD-WAN.
data centers. Despite they work well for the already-planned It provides a ﬂow level statistics collection mechanism from
updates, such solutions do not adapt to runtime variabilities the data plane and exposes a high-level interface for per
and can still cause inconsistencies while rolling out an up- ﬂow and aggregate statistics collection, which can be used
by network functions to monitor network status without being
date [4].
Dionysus [30] and ANU1 [31] are state-based consistency concerned about the low-level details. In order to keep the
switch design simple, this statistics collection mechanism is
1 ANU is the abbreviation of “abstractions for network update”.
implemented as a pull-based service, i.e. network applications
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and network controller periodically query the switches about or switch failures. Different from the centralized controller that
ﬂow statistics. Since the frequency of polling the switches de- does global allocation based on linear programming, which is
termines monitoring accuracy and network overhead, the trade- complicated and time-consuming, B4 uses fast and easy-tooff between accuracy and overhead puts network operators in implement heuristics instead to allocate bandwidth. It is able
a bind. PayLess [34] is a network monitoring framework for to drive links to near 100% utilization in practice, which is
software-deﬁned networking platforms that take advantages comparable to the capability of SWAN [8].
3) QoS Guaranteeing: As new applications, such as
of OpenFlow. It provides an abstract view of the network
and a uniform way to request statistics about the resources. video streaming services, have growing expectations of userMoreover, it is developed as a collection of pluggable compo- perceived QoE, they require networks to provide QoS-aware
nents. Interactions between these components are abstracted services. Software-deﬁned wide area network has been studied
by well-deﬁned interfaces. Hence, one can develop custom to achieve the above objective in wide area networks.
For video streaming over the Internet, despite content decomponents and plug into the PayLess framework. To the best
of our knowledge, PayLess is the ﬁrst monitoring framework livery networks and adaptive bitrate algorithms are useful
for software-deﬁned networks. It provides generic RESTful to improve user-perceived video quality, the root causes of
API to network applications and controllers to obtain network congestion problems have not been well addressed, said by
status easily. Also, it becomes possible for components to be Nam et al. [16]. To pinpoint a bottleneck and improve video
QoE, they propose a software-deﬁned networking platform
customized without affecting others in Payless framework.
2) Trafﬁc Engineering: Distributed protocols like OSPF/IS- from the point of view of over-the-top video service providers.
IS are the dominant routing solutions on the Internet [7]. It is designed to monitor network conditions of streaming
Their easy-to-implement feature helps them make success ﬂow in real time and dynamically change routing paths using
in the early days of the Internet. However, our networks multi-protocol label switching trafﬁc engineering to provide
have grown rapidly in size and complexity in the past years, reliable video watching experience. In [37], a QoS-aware
which magniﬁes the drawbacks of these routing protocols. adaptive routing (QAR) is proposed in the designed multiFor example, even the best link weight settings may lead to layer hierarchical architecture of software-deﬁned wide area
routing that deviates signiﬁcantly from the optimal routing network. Speciﬁcally, the distributed hierarchical control plane
assignments [35]. Besides that, poor resource utilization result- architecture is employed to minimize signaling delay in large
ing from OSPF bothers network operators. They are forced software-deﬁned networks via the three-levels design of conto overprovision their networks to handle peak trafﬁc. As trollers, including the super controllers, domain controllers,
a result, most network links run at just 30-40% utilization and slave controllers. QAR algorithm is proposed with the
on average [7]. Software-deﬁned wide area network brings aid of reinforcement learning and QoS-aware reward function.
encouragement to trafﬁc optimization in wide area networks It achieves a time-efﬁcient, adaptive, QoS-provisioning packet
forwarding services on the data plane.
and ﬁrstly used in inter-datacenter networks [8], [15], [36].
SWAN [8] is a SD-WAN based centralized trafﬁc engineerVI. A DVANCES IN A PPLICATION L AYER
ing solution designed by Microsoft and used to transfer data
In this section, we brieﬂy introduce the representative probetween data centers. It addresses the shortcomings of today’s
gresses about network expression and application expression
primarily used decentralized TE practice and makes a strong
in application layer.
point for using a global network view and software-deﬁned
networking in order to solve the global and network-wide A. Network Expression
problem of trafﬁc engineering. It uses ﬁne-grained policy rules
As the Internet usually depends on more than one networks
and treated trafﬁc according to their priorities in order to carry (e.g., carrier networks and inter-datacenter wide area networks)
more high-priority trafﬁc (e.g., interactive trafﬁc) while main- to provide end-to-end data transmission, properly connecting
taining fairness among services of the same class. The global these networks is necessary for high-quality end-to-end data
network view is used to ﬁnd globally optimized bandwidth to transmission. Espresso [38] is Google’s SDN-based Internet
path assignments through the network. Fine-grained control is peering edge routing infrastructure, which runs in peering edge
used to make and enforce bandwidth reservations on a per- routers that connect external peers and data centers. Espresso’s
application basis. To achieve higher utilization, SWAN takes design greatly accelerates deployment of new networking
5 minutes as a period and predicts the interactive trafﬁc in features at peering edge. According to three years of historical
next 5 minutes, so that the left bandwidth can be used by data, Espresso’s entire control plane has been updated more
background trafﬁc. By doing so, the need for over-subscription than 50 times more frequently than traditional peering routers.
is drastically reduced, and resources are used more effectively. Beneﬁting from its programmability, Espresso shows high
Similar to SWAN, B4 [15] is Google’s SD-WAN based feature velocity in practice, which is able to promote the
trafﬁc engineering solution deployed in inter-datacenter wide evolution of the Internet.
DEFO [17] is proposed to simplify network management
area network. B4 adopts a two-level hierarchical control plane
to execute the global trafﬁc scheduling. The network controller while preserving high robustness and scalability in carrierdynamically reallocates bandwidth for shifting application de- grade networks. Different from conventional network managemands and also provides dynamic rerouting in the case of link ment, it uses declarative and expressive approaches to control
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forwarding paths. It is a two-layer architecture separating connectivity and optimization tasks. Even more amazing, DEFO
is able to translate high-level goals expressed almost in natural
language into compliant network conﬁgurations. Evaluated
with real and synthetic traces, DEFO improves the state of the
art from many aspects. Besides that it achieves better trade-offs
for classic goals covered by previous works, it also supports
a larger set of goals such as ﬁne-grained trafﬁc engineering
and service chaining. As for the operation time, it can optimize
large carrier networks in a few seconds, considerably reducing
the time required to upgrade networks.
As more businesses are moved to clouds, inter-datacenter
bandwidth becomes an ever more valuable and congested
resource. Cost-efﬁcient networking is expected by most cloud
providers, while the traditional separation between the economic and engineering aspects makes it difﬁcult to steer
customer demand to lightly loaded paths and times, which is
important for managing costs and providing service guarantees.
To achieve this objective, Pretium [19] combines dynamic
pricing with trafﬁc engineering for inter-datacenter wide area
networks to schedule trafﬁc economically. In Pretium, users
specify their required rates or transfer sizes with deadlines,
and a price module generates a price quote for different guarantees on these requests. The price quote is generated using
internal prices which are maintained and periodically updated
by Pretium based on history. Evaluated by the researchers,
Pretium is able to achieve up to 80% of the social welfare of
an ofﬂine oracular scheme, signiﬁcantly outperforming usagebased pricing alternatives.

to meet the strict service level agreements. For other trafﬁc,
such as elastic and background trafﬁc, SWAN computes how
much trafﬁc each service can send and conﬁgures the networks
data plane to carry that trafﬁc while taking into account the
fairness among similar services. By this means, SWAN is able
to fully use the bandwidth and guarantee the performance of
different services simultaneously. Besides the way that sets
priority classes based on the type of trafﬁc, the other is based
on a function to capture the relative priority. For example,
B4 [15] uses a function to capture the relative priority. It uses
bandwidth function which calculates each application’s trafﬁc
by administrator-speciﬁed static weights in their datacenter.
2) Multi-objective optimization: As user-perceived QoE
is critical for Internet videos and bottlenecks could occur
anywhere in the delivery system to affect user experience,
a robust bitrate adaptation algorithm is necessary to ensure
good QoE [18]. For applications such as Internet videos, user
experience is usually related to many factors, such as bitrate,
latency and jitter rate. Optimizing them together brings great
challenges to network operators. Even worse, many of them
are contending with each other, e.g., high bitrate vs. low
latency. Balancing the weights of these metrics and achieving
multi-objective optimization worth in-depth study.
MPC [18] is a representative work focusing on multiobjective optimization for Internet videos. It employs model
predictive control algorithms to select bitrates that are expected
to maximize QoE over a horizon of several future chunks
based on throughput estimates and buffer occupancy. It uses
different weighting parameters corresponding to video quality
variations, rebuffering time and startup delay, and develops
B. Application Expression
a principled control-theoretic model to reason about a broad
Besides network providers, application developers raise spectrum of strategies. Said by the authors, MPC is able to
strict requirements for networks to guarantee service quality. outperform the industry reference player by more than 60%
In software-deﬁned wide area network, some solutions are in terms of median QoE. As it relies heavily on accurate
proposed to support priority classiﬁcation for trafﬁcs and multi- throughput estimates which are not always available. When
objective network optimization.
throughput predictions are incorrect, the performance of MPC
1) Priority classiﬁcation: As different services raise differ- will degrade signiﬁcantly. Despite drawbacks exist, MPC proent requirements, handling trafﬁcs differently may bring more vides insights into the ﬁeld of multi-objective optimization in
beneﬁts in practice. To carry more trafﬁc and support fair networks.
sharing, many solutions have been proposed. One important
VII. F UTURE P ERSPECTIVES : O PPORTUNITIES AND
idea is to set priority for different trafﬁc.
C HALLENGES
SWAN [8] is an software-deﬁned wide area network system
that boosts the utilization of inter-datacenter networks while
In this section, we consider to use emerging techniques
meeting policy goals expressed by applications. In SWAN, traf- such as machine learning for networking and network function
ﬁcs are classiﬁed into three categories, including interactive, virtualization, and new transport protocols to facilitate the
elastic and background, according to the characteristics of the development of SD-WAN based multi-objective networking.
services that generate them. For example, queries and response
in search engines are highly sensitive to packet loss and delay, A. Multi-Objective Networking
Along with the fast development of the Internet, new appliand they should be scheduled with the highest priority, thus
the data from such services is regarded as interactive trafﬁc. cations and operational scenarios emerge and raise exacting reAs the services that copying all the data of a service from one quirements on networks. Except for data transferring, services
data center to another data center for long-term storage has no have other requirements on networks, such as high throughput,
explicit deadline or a long deadline, and they can be scheduled low latency, and high stability [2]. Multi-objective networking
with a lower priority, data from such services is regarded has been widely discussed by industry and academia and
as background trafﬁc. In practice, SWAN allows interactive the SD-WAN based multi-objective networking is of great
trafﬁc to preempt bandwidth. It is sent as soon as possible potential.
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Low-latency networking is one kind of multi-objective There are many beneﬁts of coupling network function virtunetworking, as new applications and operational scenarios alization and software-deﬁned wide area network: (1) Capital
place exacting requirements on latency [2]. For example, expenditure reduction. Network operators can lower network
players of cloud games expect low-latency data transmission costs by running virtual network functions on cheap commerover networks to enjoy the interaction with each other [2]. cial devices other than expensive customized hardware [14].
Virtual reality (VR), as a computing-intensive application, (2) Operation expenditure reduction. Network function virtualexpects low-latency data transmission between cloud servers ization automates the entire end-to-end provisioning process. A
and local devices to improve the rendering efﬁciency and user network operator can spin-up the appropriate at their required
experience [39]. In [2], Zuo et al. present a survey of network devices with prerequisite conﬁguration and capacity with only
latency and approaches to reduce latency, particularly the one click of a button. Comparing with manual operations
delays resulting from the protocol design and functionalities. in vendor-speciﬁc devices, network function virtualization
They summarize the factors impacting delay from different reduces the manpower, distinct provisioning, and management
layers of the network architecture and review some state- systems required [14]. (3) Service agility and ﬂexibility. The
of-the-art solutions to reduce latency at each layer. Lai et adoption of microservices and service chaining in network
al. [39] present Furion, a VR framework that enables high- function virtualization makes it easy to add new features and
quality immersive mobile VR on todays mobile devices and functionality [43]. Together with ﬂexible open service environwireless networks, which separates foreground interactions ments and software-deﬁned networking techniques, network
and background environment, and employs a split renderer function virtualization transforms the service evolution process
architecture running on both the phone and the server to and reduces the time required to launch new services from
achieve low-latency transmission. Despite such methods can years to months [44]. Although network function virtualization
mitigate the bad effects caused by higher latency in networks has many good characteristics and shows great potential in
on some scenarios, they are not ﬁt for all cases. With the complementing software-deﬁned wide area network, its perproliferation of cloud applications, data transmission between formance under off-the-rack techniques is not comparative to
remote servers and local devices will become more and more that achieved by custom hardware.
popular. Achieving low-latency networking requires network
D. New Transport Protocols
operators to eliminate long round-trip time and get clouds
As applications are often limited by the use of TCP as the
much “closer” to users, which is essential for realizing multiunderlying
transport, which introduces extra latency due to its
objective networking.
handshake mechanism, to achieve low network latency without
sacriﬁcing security and reliability, developing new transport
B. Machine Learning for Networking
protocols such as Quick UDP Internet Connections (QUIC)
Recent years, machine learning methods have been used to to achieve low network latency is of great promise [45],
solve networking problems and show great promise. Mao et [46]. QUIC is deﬁned on top of UDP. It aims to reduce
al. [40] build a system, Pensieve, to generate adaptive bitrate connection latency by sending data directly when establishing
algorithms using reinforcement learning techniques, which out- a connection in the best case. It also provides multiplexing
performs the best state-of-the-art scheme, with improvements features optimized for HTTP/2 and richer feedback informain average QoE of 12-25%. Compared with conventional tion that might allow for new congestion control approaches.
solutions, Pensieve is able to automatically learn adaptive Different from TCP that is built in the system kernel and
bitrate algorithms that adapt to a wide range of environments brings difﬁculties to protocol modiﬁcation, QUIC can be
and QoE metrics. Except for Pensieve, Chen et al. [41] easily implemented and updated in user space [46]. As most
use deep reinforcement learning methods to conduct trafﬁc applications are developed on the basis of legacy transport
optimization in data center-scale networks. It can achieve up to protocols and such protocols are widely used in practice, there
48% reduction in average ﬂow completion time over existing is still a long way ahead to replace them with new transport
solutions. Despite network status varies over time and machine protocols.
learning for networking shows great promise in handling
VIII. C ONCLUSION
changing environments, how to balance the effectiveness and
Software-deﬁned wide area network is worth studying and
generalization ability of machine learning models is a hard
it is of critical importance for the next-generation wide area
problem in the context of networking. In addition, setting the
network. In this paper, we introduced the status and challenges
right optimization targets is a critical but challenging task for
that legacy wide area networks face. As software-deﬁned wide
machine learning models [42].
area network is regarded as the promising architecture of nextgeneration design of wide area network, we presented the
C. Network Function Virtualization
logical and physical architectures of it and brieﬂy surveyed
Network function virtualization provides a new method to the representative progresses made to improve it. Inspired by
build IT applications. Different from the traditional network the breakthroughs made by emerging techniques, including
functions that depend on custom hardware, virtual network machine learning for networking and network function virtualfunctions can run as software in commercial devices [13]. ization, along with new transport protocols, we discussed the
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opportunities and challenges that they may bring to SD-WAN
based multi-objective networking. We hope that the analysis in
this paper helps to drive the software-deﬁne wide area network
forward.
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